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Impacts of Saving Colorado Businesses on the Current $5.3 Billion Tax Bill: 
Analysis of the Governor’s Budget Request to Contribute $600 Million to 

the State’s Unemployment Insurance Trust Fund 
 Update as of January 2022 

Key Findings 

• Compared to a 2020 baseline, Colorado employers face $5.3 billion in additional state and 
federal unemployment insurance payroll taxes between 2023 and 2027. 
o State taxes = $4.1 billion to replenish the unemployment insurance trust fund.  
o Federal taxes = $1.2 billion to repay Colorado’s federal loan plus interest 

• The proposed $600 million allocation to the Unemployment Insurance Trust Fund included in the 
Governor’s FY23 budget request would save employers $560 million by 2027. 

• The allocation will move the base premium rate to a lower rate schedule beginning in 2024 and 
remove the solvency surcharge in 2025 instead of 2026. This will produce a $358 million tax 
reduction and preserve 4,700 jobs in 2025. 

 

• Through 2028, when nearly all of the requested transfer will have been realized as employer 
savings, much of the $600 million allocation to the Trust Fund will serve to bolster its balance and 
increase its resilience against the potential of another economic downturn within the next several 
years. 

• Colorado is just one of 9 states with a federal loan to its unemployment insurance trust 
fund. Colorado’s annual federal payroll tax per employee will increase from $42 to $147 by 2027 
when the loan is projected to be paid off.  
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• Colorado legislators are considering spending more money on unemployment insurance relief by 
either paying the Trust Fund or partially repaying the federal loan. If the state spends an additional 
$400 million, for a total of $1 billion, either: 
o Employers will save an extra $163 million and the Trust Fund’s balance will be $237 million 

higher in the long run if the money is allocated to the Trust Fund, or 
o Employers will save an extra $398 million and the fund balance will be $40 million higher in the 

long run if the money is spent on the federal loan. 
• Businesses are already facing massive increases in taxes, regulatory fees, and administrative costs. 

If the Trust Fund cannot be replenished and the federal debt repaid soon, unemployment insurance 
payroll taxes will remain historically high and could pressure some businesses into financial 
hardship or closure. 
 

Introduction 

Due to the influence of the COVID-19 pandemic and the state government’s policy responses, Colorado’s 
unemployment levels spiked in early 2020 and caused the state’s Unemployment Insurance Trust Fund to 
become deeply insolvent. As of July 2021, the UI Trust Fund balance is -$1.014 billion and is not projected 
to become solvent until the 2024 fiscal year. Because employers are responsible for paying payroll taxes 
to the Trust Fund, a depleted fund forces Colorado businesses to pay high payroll taxes on each employee 
and incur financial harm as a result.  

Between 2023 and 2027, Colorado employers stand to pay $5.3 billion, $73 million of which is due to 
fraudulent claims, more in state and federal unemployment insurance taxes than they would at the pre-
pandemic 2020 baseline rates. Total UI taxes are projected to peak in 2025 at $1.98 billion, which will be 
a 184% increase from the 2020 level of $697 million. The high unemployment insurance tax is just one of 
many new taxes and fees estimated to cost $2.1 billion annually within the next two to three years 
according to CSI’s 2021 legislative session review.  

In an attempt to alleviate this tax burden, the Governor’s FY23 budget proposal includes a $600 million 
cash infusion into the Trust Fund—of this amount, $500 million will come from the state’s general fund 
and $100 million will come from discretionary pandemic relief funds allocated to Colorado by the federal 
government. Despite this, employers will still owe a solvency surcharge for two years and will still be 
responsible for repaying a loan of over $1 billion from the federal government given to Colorado due to 
the insolvency of its unemployment insurance system. 

This study examines the current state of the UI Trust Fund and projects the short- and medium-term 
impacts of the unemployment insurance relief in the Governor’s budget request, along with a potential 
additional $400 million contribution towards either increasing the state trust fund or paying down the 
federal loan. 

Return on Investment 

Direct Savings 

In Colorado, employers pay payroll taxes to the UI Trust Fund based upon a rate schedule in state law. 
Each employer’s base premium rate is determined by two factors: its former employees’ utilization of state 
unemployment insurance (a history of high utilization begets high rates), and the solvency of the Trust 
Fund. When the fund’s balance is low, the state charges higher rates in order to refill it; when the fund is 
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completely depleted, as it is now, the state charges high rates and additional “solvency surcharges” which 
are also set according to each employer’s utilization history. 

The Governor’s proposal to allocate $600 million directly to the Trust Fund, therefore, will decrease the 
amounts employers pay in the future by bolstering the fund’s reserve, which thereby triggers lower rates. 
Below is a summary of what employers are projected to pay over the next five years under current policy 
compared to what they would pay after a $600 million transfer. 

Savings per Employee Earning More than $30,600 after $600 Million Transfer 
Percent of 

Excess 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 

-26 $0 $0 $0 $0 $179 $938 $113 $230 
-15 $0 $0 $0 $0 $143 $741 $92 $184 
-10 $0 $0 $0 $0 $131 $670 $83 $165 
-5 $0 $0 $0 $0 $109 $567 $70 $141 

(-)0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $98 $496 $61 $122 
5 $0 $0 $0 $0 $38 $170 $21 $49 
10 $0 $0 $0 $0 $19 $69 $12 $24 
15 $0 $0 $0 $0 $12 $54 $6 $18 
20 $0 $0 $0 $0 $10 $38 $6 $15 

 

In total, this policy would result in employer savings of almost $560 million across the state over the next 
six years. According to CSI’s modeling, the measure would cancel the solvency surcharge after two years 
rather than three and return the Trust Fund’s reserve ratio to a high and stable level earlier than under 
current policy. A simulation in the REMI Tax-PI economic model indicates the state would retain 4,700 
jobs compared to the baseline projection in 2025 as a result of lowering the tax increase by $358 million. 
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In addition to the monetary savings this would provide employers, it would also eschew some of the risk 
of layoffs and closures that businesses face due to the compounding of high payroll taxes and other 
financial hardships associated with the COVID-19 pandemic. A small business of 10 employees who earn 
more than the base wage would pay between $418 and $7,252 less, depending upon its experience 
rating, by 2027; especially to a business struggling to retain employees, this could be a crucial cost 
savings. 

Employer Savings after $600 Million Transfer 
Experience 

Rating Employees 2024 2025 2026 2027 

10 
10 $190 $218 $122 $245 
50 $952 $1,088 $612 $1,224 
250 $4,760 $5,440 $3,060 $6,120 

0 
10 $738 $843 $459 $949 
50 $3,689 $4,216 $2,295 $4,743 
250 $18,445 $21,080 $11,475 $23,715 

-10 
10 $1,309 $1,469 $826 $1,652 
50 $6,545 $7,344 $4,131 $8,262 
250 $32,725 $36,720 $20,655 $41,310 

 

Fund Resilience 

Of the $600 million allocated to the Trust 
Fund, only $560 million will be realized 
as direct savings for employers over the 
next six years and considerably less than 
that will have been realized in each of 
the preceding years. This is because, 
along with lowering payroll taxes, it also 
increases the fund balance, and bolsters 
the entire UI program against a potential 
future recession. The fund’s position at 
the beginning of the 2020 recession was 
relatively weak; as a result, Colorado’s 
unemployment insurance program has 
fared worse than almost any other 
state’s. Even once the fund recovers 
from the latest recession, it will be ill-
prepared for future disruptions over the 
short-term under a continuation of 
current policy. A large cash transfer, like 
the one the Governor has proposed, will 
make the fund more resilient in the short 
run and save the state’s economy even 
more money in the future. 
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In response to the funding problems experienced during the pandemic, SB20-207 scheduled the 
unemployment insurance base wage to increase gradually until 2026, at which point it will be more than 
double its 2021 value. In years after 2026, the base will fluctuate according to the state’s average weekly 
wage; therefore, under current policy, the fund balance will continue to increase in perpetuity under a 
healthy economy even after the fund recovers to a high reserve ratio and fund solvency will not be a long-
term concern. A high base wage is beneficial to the health of the Trust Fund but will be detrimental to the 
employers who pay high payroll taxes long after high rates cease to be necessary to the fund's solvency. 

The Federal UI Loan 

Despite enduring hardships similar to those faced across 
the country during the pandemic, Colorado is one of 
only nine states with an unemployment insurance 
program that is still in debt to the federal 
government. Due to the depletion of the state UI Trust 
Fund, Colorado was forced to take federal loans, the 
outstanding balance of which, as of January 11th, is just 
over $1 billion. If the loan cannot be repaid by November 
10th, 2022, it will begin accruing 2.3% annual interest 
which Colorado employers will have to finance through 
incrementally higher federal unemployment insurance 
premiums. 

Currently, employers in Colorado pay unemployment 
insurance payroll taxes to the federal government worth 
.6% of each employee's first $7,000 earned. In 2023, 
however, and in each additional year during which Colorado has an outstanding federal loan, this premium 
will increase by .3 percentage points ($21 per employee) and the amount raised by the increased 
premium will be used to repay the loan. According to CSI’s modeling, and absent any intervention, the 
federal loan is expected to be fully repaid by 2027. 
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If the loan is not repaid soon, 
employers will have to pay the 
federal government twice as much 
in 2024 and three times as much in 
2026 as they do now. This timeframe 
overlaps the highest increases in state 
UI payroll taxes, adding to the financial 
strain of businesses looking to re-hire or 
grow post-pandemic. 

It is expected that, during the 2022 
legislative session, bills will be 
introduced which propose to contribute 
even more money to the Trust Fund 
and/or partially repay the federal loan. 
In the case of a $400 million transfer, 
which would bring the total relief to $1 
billion, the following chart shows the 
impacts that both options would cause 
by 2027.  

$400 million towards paying off the federal loan would be just enough to expedite full loan repayment by 
one full year, so nearly the full amount would manifest as direct employer savings. Because federal payroll 
tax rates are fixed throughout each year, and an overpayment of the federal loan would be credited to 
Colorado's UI Trust Fund, the Trust Fund’s balance would also increase under this scenario. In the case of 
federal repayment, the total impact is worth more than $400 million because it eschews an additional year 
of compounding interest in 2027. 

More Reasons to Act 

Persistently high payroll taxes to the UI Trust Fund may be more damaging to businesses now than ever 
before. Due to developments which transpired both before and after the beginning of the pandemic, 
businesses in Colorado are facing higher costs of doing business and a weaker dollar than ever before. 
Considering the magnitudes of these additional costs, keeping needless administrative costs down for 
businesses is especially crucial to the state’s economic health. Below are some of the most severe burdens 
which businesses stand to face; for a more comprehensive list, see CSI’s July 2021 report, “The Steep 
Price Tag of the 2021 Legislative Session.” 

• Proposition 118 (2020) – Paid Family and Medical Leave 
o This voter-approved ballot measure will create a paid family and medical leave program 

available compulsorily to employees of eligible businesses starting in 2023. 
o The program will be funded by earnings premiums, totaling $1,294.9 million in 2023, paid by 

employers and employees. The program’s generous benefits will cost employers either 
productivity or the price of securing replacement labor. 
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• HB21-1286 – Energy Performance for Buildings 
o This creates a large-building energy benchmarking program which includes requirements that 

owners of buildings with gross floor area larger than 50,000 ft2 meet various environmental 
performance standards. 

o Many building owners will be forced to either purchase expensive equipment upgrades, reduce 
the commercial utilization of their buildings, or pay large non-compliance fines. 

• Insurance Premium Property Sales Severance Tax – HB21-1312  
o This applies sales tax to digital goods, eliminates the vendor fee for large retailers, narrows tax 

exemptions for some business activities, and restricts businesses’ home office rules. The bill 
also changes some property taxes and limits oil-and-gas netback deductions. 

o Most of the revenue raised by this bill would be paid by businesses, which will be most affected 
by the new home office rules and the vendor fee repeal. 

• High local minimum wages 
o Several Colorado localities have dramatically increased their minimum wages since the 

enactment of a law which permits municipalities to enforce their own minimum wages. In 
Denver, for example, the minimum hourly wage is $15.87 in 2022, which is over $3 more than 
the state’s minimum wage. 

• Record-high inflation 
o Overall, prices in the Denver metropolitan area increased by 6.4% over the last year. This 

devalues some businesses’ reserves and will strain them financially under the burdens of high 
administrative costs and rapid wage growth. 
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